How do we explain things?
It is Monday morning and Bob has just arrived over an hour late for
school. He has tried to sneak in, but Mr Jones, his head of year has
caught sight of him and stalks over, his face purple with rage...
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Bob has to think fast. He needs to explain why he is late to school. To do
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that he needs to think back over all the things that happened to him this
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morning and get them into some sort of order in his head.

TASK
Look over all the things that happened to Bob this morning. Can you put
them into some sort of order to help Bob explain what has happened?
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One of the most important parts of history is getting the story straight
in your head before you start explaining, and that is no different here. In
history however there may be many different explanations for the same

events, so sometimes you need to know a number of different stories. For
example, when explaining the causes of the Civil War, you need to know a
story about how money caused the war for example, as well as how
Charles I’s actions caused the war.

Why are you an hour late to school, BOy?

Developing Explanations in History
Bob’s answer doesn’t seem to have gone

My cat was in my room sir...

down very well. He has just given one of
the events that happened to him this
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morning, but he hasn't really explained
how it made him late.
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Why did Charles I lose
control of England in 1642?

Disagreements over who should
run England were important.

Developing Explanations in History
When we are explaining we need to take
people on a journey to show how
things led to one another
(remember the

believed in Divine Right

“explain plane”)

Charles ruled without
Parliament for 11 years.

Charles needed Parliament to pass new taxes
in 1640

GREAT LINKING PHRASES

Parliament made de-
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Charles was forced to
meet most of the demands
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Nov 1641

Charles tried to arrest
5 MPs in Jan 1642

Parliament tried to
control the king in
1642.
Charles believed they had gone too far and began gathering an army.
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Why did Charles I lose

Religious worries played a major
part...

control of England in 1642?

Developing Explanations in History
When we are explaining we need to take
people on a journey to show how
things led to one another

Married Henrietta Maria in 1625

(remember the
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Parliament unhappy
with Charles’ choice

1630s Archbishop Laud
began changing the
Church

GREAT LINKING PHRASES

Many were worried the

 ...this meant that…

country might go back
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 ...this led to…
1637 Charles brought a
new Prayer book into
Scotland

 ...as a result…
 ...if it had not been
for…
 ...a direct consequence…

Scots rebelled

 ...an indirect result

Charles had to ask Parliament for money in
1640 to fight the Scots
Parliament refused to
help without changes
being made
Both lost trust in each other. Puritans feared what might happen.
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